The Power Source
Workbook is uniquely
illustrated with artistquality watercolors,
creating a highly engaging
and culturally relevant
resource

Situation Selection Skills:
assessing the risk potential
of the environment they
were in

Situation Modification
Skills: strategies to alter a
situation to avoid or
reduce risk

Building awareness of the
physiological indicators
and signs that accompany
risky behavior

Exploration of risk-taking
outcomes

Confidence Intervals to
assess motivation to alter
risk taking

Bibliotherapy: using books
to explore social and
emotional concepts

Confidence Intervals help
youth identify current
beliefs and attitudes and
explore readiness to
change.

Head Games
Read from the bottom of page 132 to
the top of 136 (stop before
“Dealing with Disrespect . . .”).

“No one can disrespect you unless you let them.”
Circle how much you agree or disagree with that statement.
Share your answer in a Circle and say why you chose this
number.

Restorative Justice Circles
are used to process
questions about the
reading. Circles provide a
simple and effective
method to explore material
and give all participants
the opportunity to share
and to be heard.
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How often do you feel disrespected by other people like
strangers, teachers, or friends?
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Never
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A lot

Go back to the reading to answer these questions. Work
alone or in pairs. Once you are finished, share your
answers in Circle.

O

In your opinion, what were some of the Hot Thoughts Bill was
probably telling himself that led him to feel so disrespected?

O

What Cool Thoughts do you imagine Richard told himself to keep
calm when dealing with the disrespectful behavior of the other
prisoner?

Hot Thoughts are cognitions
that increase the likelihood of
engaging in high-risk
behavior. Identifying these
thoughts is an early step in
modifying the thinking
associated with risk behavior.

Cool Thoughts are cognitive
change strategies used to
reduce risk taking behavior

O

What do you think Richard meant when he said they talked Self
to Self?

Engaging first person
stories found in the Power
Source book introduce
concepts in a relatable and
non-threatening way

Processing worksheets in
Circles allows for youth to
hear differing perspectives
on risk-taking behavior.

Exercises in the risk-taking
section provide an
opportunity for youth to
explore the attitudes and
beliefs behind risk-taking
behaviors

Formulating responses to
Circle questions helps
youth process and gain a
deeper understanding of
the precursors, situational
factors and consequences
associated with health risk
behaviors

Cool Thoughts, repeated
through out the workbook are
backbone of the cognitive
change strategies used to
reduce risk taking behavior

Good Moves are behavioral
strategies used to reduce risk
taking behavior

